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ABOUT ITALICS

Italics promotes the culture and beauty of Italy through a national network of gallerists 
working together and sharing experiences, online and offline, with an international audience 
of collectors and art lovers. 

Italics is a consortium of more than sixty of Italy’s most influential galleries of contemporary, 
modern and ancient art, amongst which Galeria Continua, Gagosian, Franco Noero, Cardi 
and Tornabuoni Art.

Website: https://italics.art/



ABOUT PANORAMA

Italics, the first consortium in Italy to unite more than sixty of the country’s most influential galleries of contemporary, modern and 
ancient art, presents its first in-person project: PANORAMA, an island-wide exhibition on Procida (off the coast of Naples) from 
Thursday 2nd of September to Sunday 5th of September 2021, curated by Vincenzo de Bellis, Curator and Associate Director of 
Programs, Visual Arts at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. 

It is the first in a series of exhibitions, each with the title PANORAMA, organised by Italics to tell the story of some of the most 
fascinating places in Italy, in an offline continuation of the extraordinary journey begun in October 2020 on the pages of the website 
italics.art. 

The first exhibition in the PANORAMA series is taking place on the island of Procida, a picturesque location distinguished for its 
intellectual bent and natural surroundings, in the form of a long conversation between the curator Vincenzo de Bellis and Agostino 
Riitano, director of Procida: Italian Capital of Culture 2022.

The exhibition brings together about forty-five works of art spanning sculpture, painting, video, performance and installations 
from a wide range of historical and production contexts. The itinerary stops at twenty sites island-wide, including public and private 
buildings, churches, historical palazzos and more, all pivoting around the fortified village of Terra Murata, dominated by Palazzo 
d’Avalos (1563), a former prison citadel. 

Through constant dialogue and comparison of notes, Vincenzo de Bellis and Agostino Riitano highlight a few of the key features of 
the project: the relationship between work of art and a highly distinctive space like that of the island, social potential, understood 
as an attempt to update communication and the use of art and, lastly, dialogue with institutions. 

Spreading the project throughout the island, PANORAMA presents not just Procida’s works of art but also its houses, churches, 
streets, terraces, piazzas and even residents.

With PANORAMA, Italics is renewing its commitment to promote the beauty of Italy in all its profound complexity, through the 
eyes of Italian gallerists.



PROCIDA ISLAND

Awarded Italian Capital of Culture for 2022, the island of 
Procida is situated off the coast of Naples. It was created by the 
eruption of four volcanos, now dormant and submerged. During 
Roman rule, the island was a renowned resort for the patrician 
families of Rome.          
 
Famous for its colourful harbour, the island houses many historical 
churches, fortifications and palazzos, some of them dating 
from the Middle ages.        



PROCIDA ISLAND 
CAPPELLA SANTA MARIA DELLA PURITÀ

ÎLE DE PROCIDA
CAPPELLA SANTA MARIA DELLA PURITÀ



TORNABUONI ART IN PROCIDA

On the occasion of the exhibition Panorama on the island of 
Procida, Tornabuoni Art is delighted to present a rare example of 
the iconic Fine di Dio by Lucio Fontana, in the historical chapel 
Santa Maria della Purità.        



On the occasion of the first physical event organized by  
Italics in Procida, Tornabuoni Art presents a work from 
the famous cycle Fine di Dio (The end of God) by Lucio 
Fontana.

Produced between 1963 and 1964, this series of works is 
considered the most iconic and enigmatic in the artist’s 
production; a manifesto with a fundamental philosoph-
ical content, representative of the avant-garde role of 
Italian art in the international cultural scene after World 
War II. For this reason, the works of this cycle are pre-
served and exhibited in all the most important muse-
ums in the world (Metropolitan Museum, Centre Pompi-
dou, Moma, Reina Sofia, Stedelijk, Tate Modern...).

Consisting of 38 canvases, this cycle represents the 
apex of Fontana’s plastic research in a “spatial” sense. 
Shown to the public already in 1963 in Zurich and Mi-
lan, the oval monochromatic canvases present identical 
and imposing dimensions that speak of gestures, space 
and spirituality.

The title “Fine di Dio” was chosen by Lucio Fontana in 
advance of the creation of the first canvas in January 
1963, although it was only used publicly after 1964. The 
term “fine” and the antithetical egg shape of the frame, 
a symbol of birth and life, led many to consider this 
cycle of works as the manifesto of the end of figura-
tive art (and of the purely narrative sense prevailing in 
the 20th century avant-garde) and the beginning of the 
exclusively conceptual sense of contemporary art after 
World War II.

Every Fine di Dio is perforated and slashed by the artist 
in a variety of ways typical of Fontana’s creative pro-
cess. The gashes, the incisions and the cracks in the 
canvases constitute a constellation of signs that stretch 
along the surface according to pure and elegant lines 
whose iconographic meaning is linked to fertility and 
the genesis of creation.

Among the 38 canvases of the cycle, the work pre-
sented by Tornabuoni Art in Procida is an apple-green 

monochrome and is characterized by a series of gashes 
of various sizes that go up the oval drawing a sinuous 
line. The gashes are circumscribed by engravings that 
trace the outline of the canvas, emphasizing the ovoid 
shape and creating a centripetal force.

In the context of the exhibition Panorama, the presen-
tation of Fine di Dio takes place in the evocative Chapel 
of Santa Maria Regina della Purità in the complex of the 
former Conservatorio delle Orfane in Terra Murata.

It is the first time that a work of this cycle is presented 
in the context of an architecture with a sacred vocation. 
In this environment, the Fine di Dio is enriched with new 
meanings, bringing to light for the first time a reading 
of the work linked to its semantic value: the philosoph-
ical meaning of the title of the work has in fact been 
highlighted by critics who have sometimes privileged 
in their reading the sense of negation of transcendence 
and sometimes the rediscovery of spirituality. In the 
Chapel of Santa Maria Regina della Purità, the Fine di 
Dio embodies Fontana’s definition: “infinite, unfathom-
able, the end of figuration, the principle of emptiness”.

By participating in Italics and in the evocative context 
of the island of Procida, Tornabuoni Art has the oppor-
tunity to represent, through the Fine di Dio, a chapter 
of Italian artistic excellence. The highest point of Lu-
cio Fontana’s creative vision is added to the other for-
ty-five works that under the curatorship of Vincenzo 
de Bellis will populate the island of Procida nominated 
Italian Capital of Culture 2022.

Finally, the Fine di Dio are the most expensive and most 
sought after works of Italian art of the last 100 years on 
the market: surpassed only by a work by Modigliani of 
1916 awarded for 150 million dollars, a Fine di Dio was 
recently sold at auction for 29 million dollars.

A FINE DI DIO BY LUCIO FONTANA IN PROCIDA
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Lucio Fontana in his studio sitting in 
front of the canvas of a future Fine di 
Dio, Milan, 1963. Photo Ugo Mulas
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Concetto spaziale, La fine di Dio, 1963
oil, gashes and graffiti on canvas
178 × 123 cm
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Lucio Fontana with four 
works from the series La 
Fine di Dio, Milan, 1963. 
Photograph by Orazio Bacci

Lucio Fontana con quattro 
dipinti del ciclo La Fine di 
Dio, Milano, 1963. Foto 
Orazio Bacci
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Four works from the series 
La Fine di Dio, Milan, 1963. 
Photograph by Orazio Bacci
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Quattro dipinti del ciclo  
La Fine di Dio, Milano, 1963.  
Foto Orazio Bacci

Lucio Fontana with four Fine di Dio, 
Milan, 1963. Photo Orazio Bacci
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Lucio Fontana at the opening 
of Les œufs célestes. Astral 
eggs. Concetti ovali, Galerie 
Iris Clert, rue du Faubourg St 
Honoré, Paris, 19 February 1964. 
Photograph by Harry Shunk 
and János Kender

Lucio Fontana al vernissage  
di “Les œufs célestes.  
Astral eggs. Concetti ovali”, 
Galerie Iris Clert,
rue du Faubourg St Honoré, 
Parigi, 19 febbraio 1964. Foto 
Harry Shunk e János Kender

Lucio Fontana at  the opening of “Les 
œufs célestes. Astral eggs. Concetti ova-
li”, Galerie Iris Clert,
rue du Faubourg St Honoré, Paris, 1964. 
Photo Harry Shunk and János Kender



FINE DI DIO IN THE CENTRE POMPIDOU COLLECTION

FINE DI DIO
1963
178 X 123 CM

CENTRE POMPIDOU PARIS



FINE DI DIO IN THE REINA SOFIA COLLECTION

FINE DI DIO
1963
178 X 123 CM

REINA SOFIA MADRID



FINE DI DIO 
1963
177,6 X 123 CM

SOTHEBY’S LONDON, 2015

ADJUCATION PRICE: 21.437.456 €

OTHER EXEMPLES OF FINE DI DIO 



OTHER EXEMPLES OF FINE DI DIO 



RECENT AUCTION RESULTS

FINE DI DIO 
1963
177,6 X 123 CM

SOTHEBY’S LONDON, 2015

ADJUCATION PRICE: 21.437.456 €



RECENT AUCTION RESULTS

FINE DI DIO 
1963
178,4 X 123,2 CM

CHRISTIE’S NEW-YORK, 2015

ADJUCATION PRICE: 27.122.138 €
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